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27Al NMR of the incommensurate phase in AlPO4

T. Apih, U. Mikac, A. V. Kityk,* and R. Blinc
J. Stefan Institute, SI-1000, Ljubljana, Slovenia

~Received 23 September 1996!

The temperature dependence of the quadrupole perturbed27Al NMR spectra has been measured ina, b, and
incommensurate phases of AlPO4. The observed27Al NMR line shapes show that the incommensurate phase
is not a superposition of differently oriented single-k domains but rather corresponds to a planar triply-k
modulated structure. The three modulation waves are correlated and the relative phase shifts are
C11C21C350. The amplitude of the AlO4 twist angle in theI phase is estimated as 1.5°–2°.
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The existence of an incommensurate (I ) phase intermedi-
ate between the high-temperature hexagonalb and the low-
temperature trigonala phase in berlinite~AlPO4! is by now
well established.1–6 It is analogous to theI phase in quartz7

~SiO2!, the main difference being the somewhat larger te
perature range of theI phase~;4 K for AlPO4 instead of 1.3
K for quartz!. The existence of theI phase was predicted b
Aslanyan and Levanyuk2 and related to the occurrence of
Lifshitz-like invariant built by coupling of the strains and th
spatial derivatives of the order parameter. TheI phase is
triply modulated in thea-b plane with no modulation along
thec axis. The three modulation wave vectorsk i are of equal
length and at 120° to each other. At theb-I transition thekı
modulation vectors point along the directions of the twofo
axes of theb phase which are lost in thea phase. On ap-
proaching theI -a transition thek i vectors move away from
these crystallographic directions.

According to x-ray observations6 the average structure o
the I phase is the same as of theb phase, i.e., it has the
P6222 symmetry. The actual symmetry will depend on t
displacement mode of theI modulation. The dimensionality
of the order parameter isn56 so that we have three comple
order-parameter components:

Q~k1!5r1exp@ iF1~r !#, ~1a!

Q~k2!5r2exp@ iF2~r !#, ~1b!

Q~k3!5r3exp@ iF3~r !#. ~1c!

In the plane-wave modulation limit we have

F i~r ı!5k ir1C i , i51,2,3. ~2!

According to theoretical expectations,5 two different struc-
tures of theI phase are possible:

~ i! r1Þ0, r25r350 ~3a!
550163-1829/97/55~5!/2693~4!/$10.00
-

and

~ ii ! r15r25r3Þ0. ~3b!

In the first case~i! we have a superposition of single-k
modulated domains with different orientations of thek vec-
tors. The orientations of thek vectors in different domains
differ by 120°. The bulk sample composed of equal prop
tions of the single-k domains will give rise to six incommen
surate satellites around a Bragg spot just as in case~ii ! where
we have a genuine triply-modulatedI phase. It is therefore
hard to determine from scattering experiments whether~i! or
~ii ! holds. The electron microscopy, on the other hand, s
gests that case~ii ! is realized. It is however sensitive to th
structure at the surface rather than to the bulk. NMR exp
ments, on the other hand, are sensitive to the bulk and
local rather than average structure and can easily discr
nate between cases~i! and ~ii !.

The displacement of the atomj in the unit cell due to the
the n-dimensional plane-wave-type modulation wave7–9 can
be expressed as

uj~r !5(
i51

3

ui0sin~k ir1C i !, i51,2,3, ~4!

where theui0 are proportional to the amplitudesri . If the
relation between the quadrupole perturbed NMR freque
shifts of the covalently bonded27Al nuclei and the nuclear
displacements is assumed to be purely local and linear
have

n~r !5n01(
i51

3

n ısin~k ir1C i !. ~5!

Hereni is proportional to the amplitude of thei th component
of the modulation waveri . The phasesFi5k ir1Ci take on
any value in the interval@2`, 1`# with equal probability.
Instead of a single sharp NMR line we find for each phy
cally nonequivalent site in the high-temperature unit cel
characteristic frequency distribution8,9 in the I phase:
2693 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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f ~n!5E dF1dF2dF3d@n2n~F1 ,F2 ,F3!#, ~6a!

F i5k ir1C i . ~6b!

Here the integration over the phase space must take ca
possible correlations8 between the different modulatio
waves. The modulation waves are independent if thek vec-
tors are independent and if the corresponding phasesCt are
not correlated. If, however, the number of modulation wav

FIG. 1. The NMR frequency distributions expected for the p
nar triply k modulated incommensurate phase of AlPO4 for
r15r25r3Þ0, k11k21k350, and uk1u5uk2u5uk3u. These three
modulation waves are correlated and the line shapes are calcu
for three possible values of the relative phase sh
C5C11C21C350, 6p/2, andp. The corresponding electron m
croscopy patterns, where the black region corresponds to a g
sense of displacements and the white one to opposite sense~Ref. 4!,
are also shown.
of
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is larger than the dimension of the space spanned by
corresponding wave vectors, the modulation waves will
correlated and the NMR spectrum will strongly depend
the relative phases of these modulation waves.

Let us first discuss the triply modulated case~ii !. In
AlPO4 the three modulation waves are coplanar and the
fore correlated:

k11k21k350, ~7a!

uk1u5uk2u5uk3u. ~7b!

It has been proposed thatk15q1, k25q22q1, andk352q2
with q15aa*1bb* andq252ba*1~a1b!b* . The relative
phases of the three modulation waves are fixed by the c
dition

C11C21C35C, ~7c!

whereC can be 0,6p/2, or p. The resulting incommensu
rate NMR frequency distributions are very specific and co
be used to discriminate between different possible structu
of the I phase of AlPO4 corresponding to the different value
of C ~Fig. 1!. Because of the correlation between the mod
lation waves the 3-k case is in fact reduced to the 2-k case
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FIG. 2. Angular dependences of the 1/2→21/2, 61/2→63/2
and63/2→65/2 27Al NMR transition frequencies in AlPO4 in a
9 T magnetic field for a rotation around the threefoldc axis at
T5300 K.F denotes the angle between the direction of the exte
magnetic field and the twofoldb axis.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the thr
27Al 3/2→5/2 NMR transition frequencies be
tween 820 and 930 K in the region of th
a→I→b transitions. The data were taken on
virgin single crystal on heating. The inset show
the temperature dependence of the effective27Al
spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 exhibiting a dip on
going into I phase.
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where the relation between the frequency shift and two in
pendent modulation waves is no longer linear.

In the 1-k modulated ‘‘stripe’’ phase~i! where we have
domains r15K, r25r350; r25K, r15r350; and r35K,
r15r250, the NMR line shape is simply given by

f 1~n!5E
2`

1`

d@n2n~F i !#dF i5
const

dn/dF i

5
const

A12@~n2n0!/n1#
2
. ~8!

This is due to the fact that the NMR line shape does
depend on the direction of the modulation wave vectork as
long as the associated displacements and frequency cha
are the same. In contrast to case~ii ! the frequency distribu-
tion f ~n! is limited here by two edge singularities
n2n056n1.

Crystalline AlPO4 has the structure of silica where pai
of Si sites are substituted by P and Al atoms thus formin
network of@AlO4#2

2 and@PO4#
1 units. There are three phys

cally nonequivalent but chemically equivalent Al sites in t
unit cell. The angular dependence of the27Al ~I55/2! quad-
rupole perturbed NMR spectra of an AlPO4 single crystal is
shown in Fig. 2 for a rotation around the threefoldc axis at
room temperature in a 9 Tmagnet. The periodicity of the
27Al NMR pattern is 60° as expected from the crystal stru
ture. For a given Al site 2I55 lines are expected. The qua
rupole shifts of the 1/2→21/2 transitions are too small to b
detectable in this experiment. The61/2→63/2 and63/2→
65/2 satellite transitions which vary with orientation by 60
kHz and 1.2 MHz, respectively, have to be used to mon
the quadrupole shifts and broadening of the27Al spectra.

The temperature dependence of the three 3/2→5/2 transi-
tion frequencies atF535° on heating is shown in Fig. 3. Th
onset of theI phase shows up as a sudden broadening
these transitions over an interval of 4 K between thea andb
phase. The appearance of theI phase is also accompanied b
a decrease in the spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 ~inset to Fig.
3! due to the presence of low-lying acousticlike phason
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citations which are characteristic for theI phase and which
modulate the electric-field-gradient~EFG! tensor at the Al
sites at a nonzero wave vector. TheT dependence of the line
shapes for the 3/2→5/2 transitions is shown in Fig. 4.

Two characteristic features have to be mentioned.
~i! No edge singularities characteristic for the 12k modu-

lated ‘‘stripe’’ domains are seen. Thus we indeed have
planar triply-modulatedr15r25r3Þ0 I structure and not a
superposition of differently oriented 12k domains.

~ii ! After the initial broadening belowT1 the lines remain
symmetric thus ruling out the case thatC11C2
1C35C56p/2 ~Fig. 1!. The symmetric line shapes are o

FIG. 4. Observed and theoretical27Al NMR line shapes in theI
phase of AlPO4. The theoretical line shape in theI phase~dotted
line! is calculated forC11C21C350. The observed spectra in th
a andb phases are shown for comparison.
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the type compatible withC50. This agrees with the triangu-
lar dark-light contrast pattern in the electron microscopy p
tures observed in theI phase by Snoecket al.4

Still another conclusion is related to the magnitude of t
order parameter. It is quite plausible7 that the I phase is
t

-

e

produced by a modulated wave of small-angle AlO4 and PO4
rotations. If one compares the 3/2→5/2 NMR rotation data a
room temperature with the width of the incommensurate
quency distribution in theI phase one can estimate the a
plitude of the AlO4 twist angle in theI phase as 1.5°–2°.
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